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When you play or GM Pathfinder Adventure Path:
Extinction Curse, you can earn specific benefits for the
Pathfinder Society Organized Play campaign.

faction. Players earn access to the items and options listed
on the Chronicle Sheets through their actions during the
adventure. If the PCs do not discover an item or fulfill the
conditions described in the adventure to gain access to an
option, cross that option off of each player’s Chronicle
Sheet. If a single PC gains access to an option presented
on the Chronicle Sheet that can only be obtained by
one member of the party, they earn that option on the
Chronicle Sheet for all members of their group.

KEY DIFFERENCES FROM SCENARIOS
Pathfinder Adventure Paths have longer play times than
scenarios and may take multiple sessions to complete.
They do not contain specific faction-related elements, nor
are they tiered for play by characters over a wide range
of levels. Thematically, most Adventure Paths do not
assume the characters are Pathfinders. These adventures
are therefore offered outside of the standard Organized
Play environment and can be played with characters who
do not conform to Organized Play requirements.

ABOUT THE PATHFINDER SOCIETY
The Pathfinder Society Organized Play campaign is a
worldwide fantasy roleplaying campaign that puts you in
the role of an agent of the Pathfinder Society, a legendary
league of explorers, archaeologists, and adventurers
dedicated to discovering and chronicling the greatest
mysteries and wonders of an ancient world beset by
magic and evil. A Pathfinder’s adventures explore the
dark alleys and political intrigues of Absalom between
far-flung travels to the most interesting and remote
locales in the world of Pathfinder. In an Organized Play
campaign, your character exists in a common setting
shared by tens of thousands of other gamers from
around the world. You can take your character to any
public Pathfinder Society event anywhere in the world,
and while the Game Master and your companions might
change every time you play, your character advances as
normal. Over time, campaigning in an Organized Play
environment offers a uniquely immersive experience, as
your diverse companions add depth and character to the
campaign world. It’s also a great way to get in touch with
other local gamers, meet new people, and play regularly
without all the prep work and scheduling of a traditional
campaign. For more information on the Pathfinder
Society, on how to read the attached Chronicle Sheets,
and to find games in your area, check out the campaign’s
homepage at pathfindersociety.club.

KEEPSAKES
Chronicle sheets for Pathfinder Adventures and
Adventure Paths will occasionally include a section for
Keepsakes. It is generally assumed that a character will
only acquire only one keepsake per adventure; once a
player has applied this Chronicle to a character and
purchased a keepsake from the list, they must cross the
remaining items in that list off of their Chronicle sheet.
The character does not have access to the crossed-off
items, though they may later gain access to some of these
items through other means (such as boons purchased
through the Achievement Points system). A player cannot
purchase more than one copy of a keepsake item.

APPLYING CREDIT
Players who play through each volume of this Adventure
Path, as well as GMs who run the adventure, gain the
Chronicle Sheet for each completed volume, which they
can apply to any of their Pathfinder Society (second
edition) Organized Play characters. Players must decide
which character to apply credit to when they receive the
Chronicle Sheet and the GM signs it. Each Chronicle
Sheet gives 1 level’s worth of experience (12 XP), 30
Treasure Bundles appropriate to a character of that level
(applied in batches of 10 Treasure Bundles at each 4 XP
interval), and 12 Reputation that can be assigned to any
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The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000
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by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including translations
and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity.
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marks including trade dress; artifacts, creatures, characters, stories, storylines, plots,
thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions,
likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual
or audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments,
personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places, locations,
environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos,
symbols, or graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly
identified as Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically
excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, names, mark, sign,
motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the
associated products contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) “Use”,
“Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and
otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means
the licensee in terms of this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice
indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this
License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms
may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License
itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed
using this License.
3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your
acceptance of the terms of this License.
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in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered
Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a
challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product
Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate
which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated
versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy,
modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version
of this License.
10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of
the Open Game Content You distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game
Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from
the Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of
this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial
order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so
affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with
all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the
breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
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Extinction Curse #151:

The Show Must Go On
2
Character Name

Organized Play #

Character #

Adventure Summary

As a member of the Circus of Wayward Wonders, you managed to not only put on a successful show without your ringmaster, but
also solve their murder! You rescued the leader of a group of scholars from their demon-corrupted followers and discovered a xulgath
plot to destroy a vital artifact.
Boons

Rewards

XP Gained

Run Away and Join the Circus: Your adventures have earned you the unique opportunity to train with a traveling
circus. Check the box next to one of the following options and cross the other off your Chronicle Sheet.
▫ Juggler Training: You gain access to the Juggler archetype and its associated feats. If you take Juggler
Dedication, you gain the Juggler skill feat.
▫ Acrobat Training: You gain access to the Staff Acrobat archetype and its associated feats.
Snare Training: If you have the Snare Crafting feat or can otherwise Craft Snares, you gain access to the
following Snares: Dust Pods, Thunder Snare, Grasping Tree, Torrent Snare, Fang Snare.
One With Nature: You gain access to the following environmental spells: breath of drought, personal rain
cloud, rime slick, scouring sand, sea surge, sudden bolt, unseasonable squall, and verdant sprout.
Expanded Summoning: You have access to the following monsters to summon with the appropriate
summoning spells: flea swarm, giant flea, luminous ooze, mechanical carny, and vermlek.
Shoony Ancestry: You qualify to purchase a boon with Achievement Points that allows you to play a
character from the Rare shoony ancestry. If you apply this Chronicle Sheet to a new character (or a character
who has not yet played in a game with 12 or more XP), the character is eligible to purchase a discounted
Achievement Point boon to select the shoony ancestry (limit 1 discounted shoony boon per player) To
redeem Achievement Points, go to paizo.com/organizedPlay/myAccount and click on the Boons tab.

GP Gained

Reputation Gained

Items

Purchases
Items Sold / Conditions Gained

juggling club (simple weapon; 1 sp)
poi (simple weapon; 2 sp)
scorpion whip (martial weapon; 5 sp)
bladed diablo (advanced weapon; 20 sp)
bladed hoop (advanced weapon; 25 sp)
fire poi (advanced weapon; 50 sp)

TOTAL VALUE OF ITEMS SOLD
Add 1/2 this value to the GP Gained Box

Items Bought / Conditions Cleared

TOTAL COST OF ITEMS BOUGHT

Notes

Downtime

FOR GM ONLY
EVENT

EVENT CODE
Chronicle Code: E6S3

DATE

GM Organized Play #

Extinction Curse #152:

Legacy of the Lost God
2
Character Name

Organized Play #

Character #

Adventure Summary

As the new leaders of the Circus of Wayward Wonders, you and your performers traveled to Escadar. There, you met a rival troupe,
the Celestial Menagerie, and their leader Mistress Dusklight. An abandoned temple to Aroden revealed that your rivals had engaged
in illegal activities, and that the xulgath plot threatens all life on the Starstone Isles.

Boons

Rewards

XP Gained

Friend to the Animals: You have befriended an animal to serve as an able assistant and loyal guardian. You
gain access to the Animal Trainer archetype and its associated feats.
Circus Caster: Your continued time among the circus has unlocked new arcane abilities. You gain access to
the following spells: clownish curse, favorable review, pyrotechnics, pillar of water.
Shoony Ancestry: You qualify to purchase a boon with Achievement Points that allows you to play a
character from the Rare shoony ancestry. If you apply this Chronicle Sheet to a new character (or a character
who has not yet played in a game with 12 or more XP), the character is eligible to purchase a discounted
Achievement Point boon to select the shoony ancestry (limit 1 discounted shoony boon per player) To
redeem Achievement Points, go to paizo.com/organizedPlay/myAccount and click on the Boons tab.

GP Gained

Reputation Gained

Items

Purchases

acrobat’s staff (level 6; 235 gp)
beckoning cat’s amulet (level 5; 26 gp)
bullhook, greater (level 12; 1,900 gp)
inspiring spotlight (level 9; 650 gp)
invisible net (level 7; 60 gp)
marvelous calliope (level 4; 100 gp; DC of the charm spell is 18)
ringmaster’s staff (level 6; 230 gp)
greater ringmaster’s staff (level 12; 1,800 gp)
saints’ balm (level 7; 70 gp)
wondrous figurine, candy constrictor (level 5; 140 gp)
wondrous figurine, rubber bear (level 7; 350 gp)

Items Sold / Conditions Gained

TOTAL VALUE OF ITEMS SOLD
Add 1/2 this value to the GP Gained Box

Items Bought / Conditions Cleared

Keepsakes

Grail of Twisted Desires (level 10; 850 gp; the DC of the nightmare spell
is 27)

TOTAL COST OF ITEMS BOUGHT

Notes

Downtime

FOR GM ONLY
EVENT

EVENT CODE
Chronicle Code: W2G8

DATE

GM Organized Play #

Extinction Curse #153:

Life’s Long Shadows

2
Character Name

Organized Play #

Character #

Adventure Summary

The circus travels onward to the Isle of Kortos. The farming communities there welcomed you and asked for your aid to repair
ecological damage and fend off raiding beasts in the area. After exploring the three aeon towers in the area, you defeated a xulgath
alchemist bent on devastation.
Boons

Rewards

XP Gained

Hero Material: Your adventures have earned you the unique opportunity to train with experts in their field.
Check the box next to one of the following options and cross the other off your Chronicle Sheet.
▫ Made of Clay: You have replaced part of your body with the unyielding might of magical constructs.
You gain access to the Golem Crafter archetype and its associated feats.
▫ Made of Wood: You are a skilled axe-wielder and feller of trees. You gain access to the Turpin Rowe
Lumberjack archetype and its associated feats.
Expanded Summoning: You have access to the following monster to summon with the appropriate
summoning spells: counteflora.
Shoony Ancestry: You qualify to purchase a boon with Achievement Points that allows you to play a
character from the Rare shoony ancestry. If you apply this Chronicle Sheet to a new character (or a character
who has not yet played in a game with 12 or more XP), the character is eligible to purchase a discounted
Achievement Point boon to select the shoony ancestry (limit 1 discounted shoony boon per player) To
redeem Achievement Points, go to paizo.com/organizedPlay/myAccount and click on the Boons tab.

GP Gained

Reputation Gained

Items

Purchases
Items Sold / Conditions Gained

golem stylus (level 10; 850 gp)

TOTAL VALUE OF ITEMS SOLD
Add 1/2 this value to the GP Gained Box

Keepsakes

shoony shovel (level 9; 600 gp)

Items Bought / Conditions Cleared

TOTAL COST OF ITEMS BOUGHT

Notes

Downtime

FOR GM ONLY
EVENT

EVENT CODE
Chronicle Code: X5T7

DATE

GM Organized Play #

Extinction Curse #154:

Siege of the Dinosaurs
2
Character Name

Organized Play #

Character #

Adventure Summary

As you arrived in Willowside, you found that the Welt was not the only blight upon the town. Dinosaur-mounted xulgaths soon
arrived to lay siege, but with your heroic efforts, the blockade was broken. A strange nature sect offered you a solution to the
mystery of the area’s missing aeon orb.
Boons

Rewards

Scaled Friends: After defeating the xulgaths, you found a host of well-trained companions. You have
access to the following Uncommon animal companions: cave gecko, monitor lizard, cave pterosaur.
Eater-Eating Magic: You have learned from the unusual spellcasting of the gug Helg Eats-the Eaters. You
gain access to the following spells: blood feast and entrancing eyes.
Expanded Summoning: You have encountered the following monsters and can now summon them if you
know the appropriate summon spell: tallow ooze.
Shoony Ancestry: You qualify to purchase a boon with Achievement Points that allows you to play a
character from the Rare shoony ancestry. If you apply this Chronicle Sheet to a new character (or a character
who has not yet played in a game with 12 or more XP), the character is eligible to purchase a discounted
Achievement Point boon to select the shoony ancestry (limit 1 discounted shoony boon per player) To
redeem Achievement Points, go to paizo.com/organizedPlay/myAccount and click on the Boons tab.

XP Gained

GP Gained

Reputation Gained

Items

Purchases

ankylostar (level 13, 2,800 gp)
jawbreaker shield (level 12, 1,650 gp)
spore sap (level 11, 1,250 gp)
stoneraiser javelin (level 11, 1,200 gp)

Items Sold / Conditions Gained

TOTAL VALUE OF ITEMS SOLD
Add 1/2 this value to the GP Gained Box

Keepsakes

noxious jerkin (level 13, 2,800 gp)

Items Bought / Conditions Cleared

TOTAL COST OF ITEMS BOUGHT

Notes

Downtime

FOR GM ONLY
EVENT

EVENT CODE
Chronicle Code: S7G6

DATE

GM Organized Play #

Extinction Curse #155:

Lord of the Black Sands
2
Character Name

Organized Play #

Character #

Adventure Summary

On the trail of a missing aeon orb, you traveled to the Vault of the Black Desert. In this dangerous realm, you faced opposition from
vampire-like urdefhan and even stranger creatures. You infiltrated a city of undead drow to retrieve the missing artifact from their
mummified leader.

Boons

Rewards

Darklands Magic: Your time in the Darklands has exposed you to drow magic. You gain access to the
following spells: control sand, pillars of sand.
Shoony Ancestry: You qualify to purchase a boon with Achievement Points that allows you to play a
character from the Rare shoony ancestry. If you apply this Chronicle Sheet to a new character (or a character
who has not yet played in a game with 12 or more XP), the character is eligible to purchase a discounted
Achievement Point boon to select the shoony ancestry (limit 1 discounted shoony boon per player) To
redeem Achievement Points, go to paizo.com/organizedPlay/myAccount and click on the Boons tab.

XP Gained

GP Gained

Reputation Gained

Items

Purchases

anchor spear (level 13, 2,800 gp)
bomber’s saddle (level 13, 2,800 gp)
greengut (level 17, 2,500 gp)
staff of the Black Desert (level 12, 1,850 gp)
staff of the Black Desert, greater (level 16, 9,500 gp)

Items Sold / Conditions Gained

TOTAL VALUE OF ITEMS SOLD
Add 1/2 this value to the GP Gained Box

Items Bought / Conditions Cleared

TOTAL COST OF ITEMS BOUGHT

Notes

Downtime

FOR GM ONLY
EVENT

EVENT CODE
Chronicle Code: N8V5

DATE

GM Organized Play #

Extinction Curse #156:

The Apocalypse Prophet
2
Character Name

Organized Play #

Character #

Adventure Summary

Bearing resonant reflections of all five aeon orbs, your band of heroes ascended the Kortos Mounts to reach Aroden’s fortress. In the
Verdant Beacon, you overcame ancient traps and worse to stop the xulgath leader from unleashing the extinction curse upon the
islands!

Boons

Rewards

Extinction Curse Capstones: You have followed Aroden’s path closely and gained access to a piece of his
knowledge. You have access to all the class feats and focus spells listed on pages 72–73.
Pinnacle of Power: You have achieved a legendary accomplishment and unlocked rare secrets. You gain access
to the following spells: astral labyrinth, deluge, devour life, prying survey, undermine reality, upheaval.
Shoony Ancestry: You qualify to purchase a boon with Achievement Points that allows you to play a
character from the Rare shoony ancestry. If you apply this Chronicle Sheet to a new character (or a character
who has not yet played in a game with 12 or more XP), the character is eligible to purchase a discounted
Achievement Point boon to select the shoony ancestry (limit 1 discounted shoony boon per player) To
redeem Achievement Points, go to paizo.com/organizedPlay/myAccount and click on the Boons tab.

XP Gained

GP Gained

Reputation Gained

Items

Purchases

jerkin of liberation (level 17, 14,000 gp)
shield of the unified legion (level 20, 70,000 gp)
staff of sieges (level 20, 65,000 gp)

Items Sold / Conditions Gained

TOTAL VALUE OF ITEMS SOLD
Add 1/2 this value to the GP Gained Box

Keepsakes

Items Bought / Conditions Cleared

ambrosia of undying hope (level 19, 6,200 gp)
celestial hair (level 20, 12,500 gp)
locket of sealed nightmares (level 19, 36,000 gp)
panacea fruit (level 19, 8,000 gp)
planar ribbon (level 20, 60,000 gp)

TOTAL COST OF ITEMS BOUGHT

Notes

Downtime

FOR GM ONLY
EVENT

EVENT CODE
Chronicle Code: Z5U1

DATE

GM Organized Play #

